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,ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with thermo-visco-elastic Rayleigh waves under the

influence of couple-stresses and gravity. A more general phase velocity equation for these waves is

derived. It is shown that the phase velocity equation reduces to that of the classical elastic

Rayleigh waves in the absence of the couple-stress parameter, viscosity and gravity.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Chadwick [1] has studied the propagation of thermo-elastic Rayleigh waves in an elastic-

medium with the assumption that heat is radiated from the free plane boundary surface of the

solids, the maximum temperature difference across the surface being always small. On the other

hand, Biot [2] has developed a theory of initial stresses of hydrostatic in nature that are produced
by the force of gravity. Based upon this theory, he has investigated .the propagation of Rayleigh
waves. Subsequently, Sengupta et al [3-6] have studied thermo-elastic Rayleigh waves under the

influence of gravity.
Based upon the linearized theory of couple-stresses due to Mindlin and Tiersten [7], several

authors including Mindlin [8], Sengupta and Chel [9-10], Wiwari [11] have considered a large number
of elastic wave problems under different configurations. In spite of these studies, hardly any

attention has been given to the propagation of thermo-visco-elastic Rayleigh waves under the joint

influence of couple-stresses and gravity.
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The main objective of this paper is to study thermo-visco elastic Rayleigh waves under the

joint influence of couple-stresses and gravity. A more general phase velocity equation for these

waves is obtained. In the absence of couple-stresses, viscosity and gravity, this equation is found to

reduce to that of the classical elastic Rayleigh waves.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM WITH THE EFFECT OF COUPLE-STRESS.
We consider the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system of Oxyz with the origin O at any

point on the free plane boundary of the half-space z _> 0 and the z-axis directed normal to the

interior of the isotropic visco-elastic medium under the influence of couple-stresses having

homogeneous properties. It is assumed that the visco-elastic medium is free to exchange heat with

the region _> 0. In the absence of a disturbance, the medium is at absolute temperature T

In order to study the visco-elastic Rayleigh surface waves under the action of a thermal field

propagated in the direction of the x-axis, we introduce displacement potentials and related to

the displacements u, v, w by the equations
0 0 c%b 0 (2.1abc)U=o, Oz’ v=O, w=--+--

where and are functions of ,z and time t, and satisfy the following relations:

(2.2)

We write the displacement equations of motion in the visco-elastic medium under the influence of

temperature as well as the effect of couple-stresses in the form [1]:

(2.3)

(2.4)

where A--v 2, A,, t.(n=0) are the elastic parameters, An,n(n=l),are the parameters

representing the viscosity and t(n 0,1) are the constants characterizing the existence of couple-

stresses, tT is the isothermal compressibility, p is the material density and O= T-T is the

temperature difference with T as the initial temperature.
Due to rise of temperature of the material it is observed that the visco-elastic parameters

0written as to + 1, Ao + "1 and the thermal parameters /o +1 are ultimately time dependent
due to the fact that these parameters depend on temperature, and temperature is a function of

time. This implies that the thermal parameters/o,1 are needed to describe the state of affairs in

thermo-visco-elastic solids.
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where

Using (2.1abc), we obtain the following field equations from (2.3) (2.4) satisfied by , and 0:

0
02 0 2

(Us + Uls)
0 (2.5)

Ot (VoT +V)V ’T

(Vo + Vn) (2.6)
Ot (VoS + Vs)

VoT p p

=" =-9 Vo. 

and fl,,= (3A. + 2#,,)a (n =0,1), in which a is the coefficient of linear expansion of the solid.

Furthermore, to determine 0, we need the Fourier’s law of heat conduction in an isotropic visco-

elastic medium as
p(U2os 0+ Vlsot) 0

t V 20 pCv+ - To-( V 2) (2.9)

where is the thermal conductivity and C is the specific heat of the body at constant volume.

The boundary is assumed to be stress free and couple-stress free so that

0"31 0"33 #32 0 on z 0

where

0
#32 2p(V2oR + vlR) v (-)

(2.12)

Since the temperature difference across the free surface z 0 is always small, the linearized form of

radiative condition is valid [1], and we have the thermal boundary condition

00
0- + h0 0 at z 0 (2.14)

where h is a constant.

3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
We seek plane wave solutions of equations (2.5)- (2.6) and (2.9) in the form

(,,0) (0,,0) exp [i(kx-wt)] (3.1abc)
where ,, and O are functions of z only.

Substitution of (3.1 abc) into (2.5)-(2.6) and (2.9) leads to the following differential

equations
d2 [k2 w (Uos- iwUs)
dz--- (V2or_ iwVr] tcw(VoT iwV21T)O (3.2)

d20 (k iPCv,)o iPTo iwU ),’d20
dz ’T (Us s t-z 2)

d4 (2k + k w
dz ", dz

+ [k4 +-- e2(Vos iwVs)]g O

(3.3)

(3.4)
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where is the couple-stress parameter and

V2os-iVs

Clearly, equations (3.2) (3.4) must have surface wave solutions with exponentially decaying

amplitude as z oo. Hence the solutions for , # and O must have the form:

( [Ae- zk2-m + Be- zk2- m] exp [i(kx- wt)] (3.6)

[Ce-k-m + De-:k- m] exp [i(kz -wt)] (3.7)

0 [A,e- zk2 m + Be zk2 m]] exp [i(kz (3.s)

where the square root with positive real part is taken and m, m are the roots of the equation

m4 2 iwpC,,(1 e)]m
3pC

-[(V2To iwV21T) + + + (V2oT iwVT)
0

with

To(Us iUs)/CvT(VoT
and ] and m are the roots of the equation

/

m m2 w2 0
(Vos iVs)

(3.9)

(3.11)

The constants A1,B are related to the constants A and B through A alA and B a2B where

are given by
T(V2oT iwVT) w

aj- (Us_ iwUs) [.(VoT iwVT)-m], j 1,2 (3.12 ab)

Application of the boundary conditions (2.11) (2.15) gives
2 w2[2 (V2oS iwV’s)klAi + [2 (V2os iwVs)k]i + 2i/33)C + 2i/34)D 0 (3.13)

(2i81)A + (2i82)B + [(1 + 832) e2k2(1 832)2]C + [1 + 8)- e2k2( 842)2]D 0 (3.14)

(1- 83)3C + (1 842)84D 0 (3.15)

W2(- 81)[ + (VoT iwV.T)k2]A,+(- 82)[8 + (VoT2 {wV}T)k2IB, 0

where

}=l-(m/k2), j 1,2,3,4,

The conditions of consistency betwn the homogeneous equations (3.13) (3.16) lead to

2 1f2 2

2 2[{
where

2_R [(/3 "{" f14) + 8384 + e2]C2(1 832)(1 --/4)(1 +

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)
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The above analysis reveals that equation (3.18) with (3.9)- (3.11) and (3.17) represents the

dispersion relation of the thermo-visco-elastic Rayleigh surface waves. Obviously, c w/k is the

velocity of the wave propagation which includes the effect of the couple-stresses. The dispersion

equation (3.18) can be examined numerically for various values of the couple-stress parameter and

the radiative condition of the temperature depending on the nature of the material and its

constitutive relations. It may be noted that the wave velocity increases with the increase of the

couple-stress parameter . Equation (3.18) reduces to the corresponding result for the thermo-

elastic waves studied by Chadwick [1] when the couple-stress parameter and viscosity parameter are

small. In the absence of the temperature field, the wave velocity equation is in excellent agreement
with that of the corresponding classical elastic Rayleigh waves.

4. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM WITH THE JOINT EFFECTS OF COUPLE-STRESS
AND GRAVITY.

In this section, we consider the joint effects of couple-stresses and gravity on the thermo-visco-

elastic Rayleigh surface waves. We assume that gravitational field produces a type of initial stress

of hydrostatic nature. Also, the initial stress is being produced by a slow process of creep where the

shearing stresses tend to become small or vanish after a long period of time.

Based upon Biot’s theory [3] of initial stresses, we use the following results for the present two-

d,imensional problem

Sll $33 S, S13 0 (4.1)
where S is a function of depth.

The equilibrium equation of the initial stress field can be obtained from Blot’s theory in the

form

i)- O, -z + pg 0 (4.2)

where p is the density and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The displacement equations of motion in the visco-elastic medium under the influence of

temperature, couple-stress and gravity can be written (see [1,4 as

[(:o + ’o) + (: + :) :+ (o +

.0 0 A (o +) Oo Ow+ (. +)v (- %) + (4.3)

(4.4)

Using (1.1abc), we obtain from (4.3)- (4.4) the following sets of field equations satisfied by ,
and 0

02 09 2
(U2S + U2 0,

0 (4.5)i)t (VoT

02 (Vo +v)or2 (Vos + Vl) (4.e)

where V21T,VoT, Vos, Vls, Voa, V2R, Uos, U2s given by (2.7) (2.8). We have also Fourier’s law of heat

conduction in an isotropic visco-elastic medium as presented in equation (2.9).
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Since the surface z 0 is free from both stresses and couple-stresses, the components of stresses

and couple-stresses on the boundary 0 are zero and the initial stresses due to gravity on 0 are

also zero, we have the following boundary conditions:

$31 $33 =/132 0, on 0 (4.7)
where

(4.8)

(4.9)

0+
We also use the same thermal boundary condition as stated in equation (2.14).

solutions of equations (4.5)-(4.6) and (2.9)in the form

[,,0] [O*, *,O*] exp [i(kx-wt)],
where O*,* and O* axe functions of z only.

We substitute (4.11abc) into (4.5)-(4.6) and (2.9) to obtain the following differential equations

(4.10)

We seek

(4.11 abc)

d2b* -[k w2 1-* [(Uos iwUs)O.
dz (VoT 7zWVT),@ VoT iwVT XT igk**] (4.12)

d4 (2k + d2 k w2 1-* igkO*z P’+ [k4 + F t2(VoS2 --’._IwV1s)2 ,V t2(Vos iwVxs

d2O*dz (k iwPxCv)O* xxTiwpT (Uos iwU21s) ,rd20*dz k

(4.13)

(4.14)

where is given by (3.5).
We require (4.11abc) to represent surface waves with exponentially decaying amplitude as

z oo. This condition leads the solutions to assume the form

[A’e zk2 "1 + B’e zk2 n] + C’e zk2 n] + O’e zk2 "4] exp [i(k wt)], (4.15)

-zk2-n -zi2-n] -zk2-n] O’-zk2-n]]=[A + B] +Ci + exp [i(kz-wt)] (4.16)

0 [A’2e zk2 n + B’ zk2 n + C,2e zk n + O,2e zk n241 exp [i(kz wt)l (4.17)

Substituting the values of (4.15)-(4.17) into (4.12)-(4.14), it follows (4.12)-(4.14) that the constants

in the solutions axe related as follows:

A’ a’A’, B’ a’2B’, C’ o/3C’, D’ a’aD’
(4.18)

A’2 7iA’, B B’, C %C’, D 7D’

(4.19)

(4.zo)

(j 2,3,4) axe the roots of the equationand %
n8+Mln6+M n4+M3 n2+M4=0 (4.21)
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where

The boundary conditions (4.7) and (2.15) yield the following results:

where

and

A’ H1, B’ H2, C’ Ha, D’ H4.

The condition of consistency between the homogeneous equations (4.22) (4.25) is given by the

following determinant

a,,:l o ,,j 1,2,3,4) (4.27)

where

al. [2i/3 + o(1 + /2)_ t:an( _/3/2)] (4.28)

%, [p(VoT- iwVr)(1 -/3) + 2p(Vos- iwVls)(ia/3- 1)+ (4.29)
k2xT

(4.30 ab)

It is noted that equation (4.27) represents the phase velocity equation for the thermo visco-

elastic Rayleigh waves under the influence of couple-stresses and gravity. This equation can be

studied numerically for various values of couple-stress parameter and the radiative conditions

characterizing the temperature effect. In the absence of gravitational effect, the phase velocity

equation (4.27) is in perfect agreement with the phase velocity equation of the last section. When

viscosity, gravity, and couple-stress effects are neglected, the phase velocity equation (4.27) reduces

to the thermo-elastic Rayleigh waves as presented by Chadwick [1].
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